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Financial Management System:  Data-Driven Invoicing Process 
 User Guide 

 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
The CFCHS Financial Management system’s primary purpose is to support the movement away from the 
use of paper invoices and instead, utilize a data-driven and electronic invoicing process.  This electronic 
invoicing system adheres to this need for change by generating provider Invoices using service data 
submitted to the Data Management system, comparing this data to provider contracts, and processing 
services against accounting and a variety of business rules.  Additionally, the system decreases the need 
for frequent manual communication between the ME and the Provider by integrating an electronic 
Invoice approval process, accessible to ME and Provider users with the appropriate financial type user 
roles.  The approval process requires the participation of both the ME and Providers, at varying stages 
during the Invoice review, in order for Invoices to be completed.   Providers will receive payment for 
services rendered, when a service has been successfully submitted to the system, successfully passed 
billing rules, and when both parties have electronically approved the Invoice.   
 
Several user interfaces allow for a variety of billing related activities from reviewing service data 
submissions and denials to viewing the outcome of payment calculations performed at period close.  
Accounting details are also available to users who are interested in seeing the transactional billing 
activities, drilled down to the OCA and cost center levels. 
 
Non-visual process within the Financial Management system include a variety of billing rules that 
determine how payments for specific service submissions are calculated, and as a result paid.  These ME 
defined billing rules are driven by current needs involving changes and requirements in areas such as the 
DCF PAM 155-2 and general business processes. 
 
There are currently three higher level menu items associated with billing and invoicing activities, and 
three sub-menu items.  The higher level items consist of the Billing Overview, Invoice Overview, and the 
Adjustment Screens.   The sub-menu items consist of a link to the Accrual, BNET, and FACT screens.  
From the Billing and Invoice Overview screens, both the Managing Entity and the provider users with the 
appropriate roles and permissions will be able to view payment, accrual, and submitted services 
information.  However, within those screens, only the provider is able to submit Sliding Scale Fee Co-pay 
data (if it is applicable to their services).  The Adjustment, BNET, and FACT screens are available to only 
the ME user.  In the Adjustment screen, adjustments may be added and saved for later application to an 
invoice.  The BNET and FACT screens are areas in which client counts and SSNs are supplied for 
calculating provider payment.   
 
Overall, the goal of the system is to processes service data and calculate provider payments thru a 
complex set of accounting and business rules, while giving users visibility into these activities.  The 
outcome is the generation of provider invoices that are service data-driven, supported by contracts, and 
processed against the applicable ME defined billing rule(s).    
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Important Facts  
 

 The invoice period is defined by predetermined date ranges which incorporate both 
when the data was submitted and the date that the service was provided.  The date 
ranges, for an invoice period are as follows: 
 

o Data Submission dates – 1st day of the invoice month thru the 10th day on the 
following month 

o Service provision dates – 1st day of the current fiscal year thru the last day of that 
invoice month 

    
        Example:  December Invoice, data submission and service dates: 
 

 
 
 

 The system uses a data-driven invoicing process and as a result, payment is 100% reliant 
on the data that was successfully submitted to the Data Management module during 
the invoice period.  Any data successfully submitted after the period has closed, will be 
processed in the next invoice period.   
 

o It is critical that data is submitted timely, in order for it to be processed within 
the Invoice period in which it was submitted.  Account for possible system delays 
when waiting to upload records on the last day in the data submission period, 
especially if you or providers before you have uploaded substantially larger files.   
 
The newest technology has been implemented which significantly decreases the 
processing time for uploaded records, however it is always advisable to submit 
records throughout the month whenever possible. 

 
 

 Provider Contracts play a significant role in the outcome of provider payments.  For a 
service to be successfully processed in the Financial Management system, the service 
needs to be supported by a valid contract. 
 
 

 Attentiveness to your part in the approval workflow process will decrease delays in 
processing your invoice.  The approval workflow requires you to electronically 
certify/approve your invoice for it to be considered by the ME for payment in the 
period. 
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o Note, within the approval process, there may be a requirement for you to supply 

sliding scale fee co-payment information.  Until that information is supplied in 
the applicable screen, you will be unable to electronically certify/approve your 
invoice.   

 
 

 Communicate with the system administrator at your agency if you believe that you 
should have access to the Financial Management system.  This staff has the credentials 
to give you the roles need to interact with the system. 
 

 
 
Major System Functionalities 
 
 

 Process records nightly and provide visibility on screen into the outcome of processing.  This 
processing occurs during the open period (1st of invoice month thru the 10th of the following 
month).  The ability to identify as soon as possible that a service will be denied for payment, 
excluded from the invoice on the 11th, provides opportunity to re-submit a corrected record 
prior to the close of the period.    
 
Billing processing consists of the system comparing each record to a contract to determine 
whether the billed service falls within the start and end dates of a complete contract and 
whether the components of the modifier 4 submitted on the record is included in the contract.  
The components of a modifier 4 is the combination of the Budget/Parent OCA, 
Expenditure/Child OCA, and cost center found in the ME defined OCA Crosswalk.   
 
The system will temporarily approve a service to be processed for payment, after the period has 
closed (11th), if it is covered by a contract.  However, if the service is not covered by a contract, 
the system will mark the service as denied.  System denials can be viewed in both the Billing or 
Invoice Overview screens.  However, it is important to note that if the provider prefers to 
correct record in order to receive payment for the invoice month in which the service was 
submitted, it is advisable to review as soon as possible in the Billing Overview screen.  There is 
the option to wait and review this same information in the Invoice Overview screens, however 
the late correction would not considered for payment until the next invoice.   
 
This information is available to both the Provider and ME in the Billing Overview screens. 

 
 

 System creates and saves automatic adjustments for the ME to apply at the time when the final 
invoice is created.  Automatic adjustments occur in situations where a previously submitted 
AND paid service was later updated or deleted and as a result, payment needs to be corrected. 
 
In the event that a change is made to a service that has already been paid, the system will 
automatically create an adjustment.  This adjustment will be saved in the Adjustment module 
and will be available for selection by the ME final approver for application to an Invoice.  For 
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services that are updated with an increase in the original units submitted, an automatic credit 
adjustment is created; for services updated with a decrease in original units or completely 
deleted, an automatic debit will be created.  All adjustments can be viewed in the Adjustment 
screens by the ME. 
 
This information is only available to the ME, in the Adjustment screen. 
 
 

 Provide a mechanism for the ME to manually add and save adjustments for later application to a 
selected Invoice.  
 
This information is available only to the ME, in the Adjustment screen. 
 
 

 Re-process updated records during the open period 
 
At 12:00 am each night, the system process all services submitted within the last 24 hours to 
determine whether the service is eligible for payment, calculate preliminary payment amount, 
and to re-process any updated records.  Preliminary payment is based only on the number of 
units submitted by the unit rate.  This activity is conducted from the 1st of each invoice month 
and thru the 10th of the following month.  This information is available in the Billing Overview 
screens. 
 
This information is available to both the Provider and ME in the Billing Overview screens. 
 
 

 Create Invoices 
 
At the close of the period, the day following the last day of data submission (11th), the system 
applies all ME assigned billing rules to data that was successfully processed by the Financial 
System.  The Invoice reflects a provider’s payment based on all services that the system 
identified as eligible for payment and as a result, billing rules applied.     
 
This information is available to both the Provider and ME in the Invoice Overview screens. 
 
 

 Interact with Contract Management system in order to determine whether there are sufficient 
funds remaining, in the Budget/Parent OCA, to pay for the service. 
 
In the process of calculating a provider’s payment, the system looks at the contract’s funding 
details and billing rule(s) applied, and makes a decision as to whether payment will be full, 
partial, or denied entirely.  In the event that there is a Backup OCA assigned to the 
Budget/Parent OCA, the system will attempt to pay as much of the service as possible from the 
backup assigned.  In the event that only some of the billed service can be paid from the 
Budget/Parent OCA, the system will pay up to the funds available in the Backup OCA.  Any 
payments that cannot be covered by either the Budget/Parent or Backup OCA will be denied for 
payment.  Note, the backup OCA must also be contracted for the same cost center that was 
billed to qualify for backup OCA reimbursement. 
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This information is available to both the Provider and ME in the Invoice Overview screens. 
 
 

 Provide a mechanism for the ME to apply adjustments to the Final Invoice 
 
On or after the 11th of each month, but prior to creating the final Invoice, the ME is able to make 
adjustments to a provider’s payment.  Adding and/or applying adjustments to payments are 
completely separate activities and each are performed in different areas of the system.   The 
Adjustment screen provides a mechanism where the user is able to add an adjustment and save 
it so that it can be applied later, when the time the invoice is being processed.   
 
This is only available to the ME, in the Adjustment screen. 

 
 

 Provide a mechanism for the ME to deny services for payment at the OCA/Cost Center and/or 
individual service level during the open period. 
 
Prior to the application of billing rules on the 11th of each month, the ME is able to review 
services submitted and deny a service at the individual level or a group of services at the 
OCA/Cost Center level.   
 
This is only available to the ME in the Invoice Overview screens. 
 
 

 Allow entry of sliding scale co-payments collected from consumers per cost center and 
adjustment invoice accordingly.   
 
System adjusts the provider’s invoice to account for monies collected from sliding scale co-
payments.  Screen provides visibility into the pre-invoice vs post-invoice payments owed to the 
provider. 
 
The entry of co-payment collected is only available to the Provider in the Invoice Overview 
screens. 
 
 

 Provide a mechanism for the ME to supply consumer counts (roster) into the system in order for 
FACT payments to be calculated. 
 
The ME has access to the FACT entry screen.  There they are able to add and remove recipient 
counts for a current pay period.  On the 11th of each month, the system calculates FACT 
payment based on total counts supplied by the ME between the 1st of the invoice month and 
thru the 10th of the following month.  All counts must be added prior to the 11th, otherwise they 
will be applied to the next billing period.  The FACT entry screen can be accessed from either the 
Billing or Invoice Overview screens. 

 
This is only available to the ME in both the Billing and Invoice Overview screens. 
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 Provide a mechanism for the ME to supply SSNs into the system in order for BNET payments to 

be calculated. 
 

The ME user with the appropriate user role has access to the BNET entry screen.  There they are 
able to add and remove SSNs for a current pay period.  On the 11th of each month, the system 
calculates BNET payment based on the number of SSNs supplied by the ME between the 1st of 
the invoice month and thru the 10th of the following month.  All SSNs must be added prior to the 
11th, otherwise they will be applied to the next billing period.  The BNET entry screen can be 
accessed from either the Billing or Invoice Overview screens. 
 
This is only available to the ME in both the Billing and Invoice Overview screens. 
 
 

 Provide a mechanism for both providers and the ME to review payment accrual details  
 

Each time an invoice is created, the system posts accrual detail specific to that invoice.   These 
transactional details are available for both OCAs and cost centers.  It reflects information for an 
OCA such as remaining funds, services billed, and payments made from the original OCA vs. 
payments made from backup OCAs, banked monies, co-payment collected, adjustments applied, 
etc.  When viewing the cost center accrual detail, information such as payments made from the 
cost center or drawn down from other cost centers, credits and debits, and funds remaining for 
that cost center. 
 
This information is available to both the Provider and ME in the Invoice Overview screens. 
 
 

 Electronically allow a review and approval process of the invoice.   
 
Prior to the ME Supervisor being able to create the Final Invoice, the Contract Manager and the 
Provider complete their review and electronic approval.   Within this approval process, the 
system requires the provider to agree to a “Certification Statement” in order to be allowed to 
save their approval.   

ME Contract Manager 
Completes initial 

electronic approval of the 

Provider's invoice

Provider adds co-
payment collected, 

agrees to certification 

statement, and 
electronically approves 

their invoice

ME Supervisor adds 
adjustments, completes 

final electronic approval, 

and exports payments to 
Accounting Dept

Start End

 
 
This information is available to both the Provider and ME in the Invoice Overview screens. 
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User Roles Required for Financial Management Activities 
 
 
All financial related screens require specific user roles and permissions to gain access in order to engage 
in financial related activities.  User roles are typically added by the system administrator for the agency.  
One a role has been added for a user, that user will have access to all screens and functionality 
associated with that role whereas, permissions, define the access and functionality that is assigned to 
the role.   Permissions are controlled the Managing Entity.  To note, any changes in a permission 
assigned to a role, impact all users with that assigned role.   
 
There are four types of users, and a total of five roles, associated with the financial activities: 
 
 

Provider Access  

User:   Provider 
 

Activity:    Reviewing payment, entering co-pay information, and approving the Invoice  
 

Roles:    Provider Check Review (CK-REV) 
 Provider Contract/Network Manager (CNMP) 

 

Permissions:   Financial Management, Billing Overview 
 

This user is responsible for reviewing the payment information on the screen and electronically saving 
an acknowledgement of their review.  The ME immediately receives an email to notify them that the 
provider has completed the review of their payment. 
 
Note:  A PDF version of the Invoice-to-date is available to this user throughout the approval process.  
This Invoice may or may not have been finalized by the ME final approver. 

 
 

ME Access  

1 

User:   Managing Entity Contract/Network Manager 
 

Activity:    Reviewing and approving Invoices, adding adjustments for later 
application by the supervisor 
 

Roles:    ME Financial Manager (FNMGR) 
 

Permissions:   Financial Management, Payments, Review Payments, Billing Overview, 
Adjustment 
 

 
This user is responsible for reviewing and approving payment information on the screen 
and electronically saving an acknowledgement of their approval, after the period has 
closed.  This user is able to approve the payments whether or not the provider has 
electronically saved their review.  
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Note:  A PDF version of the Invoice-to-date is available to this user.  This Invoice may or 
may not have been finalized by the ME final authorizer. 
 

  

2 

User:   ME Supervisor  
 

Activity:    Make final approval for payments, apply adjustments, exporting payment 
information for the Accounting department 
 

Roles:    ME Payment Final Approver (MEPFA) 
 

Permissions:   Billing Payment Approval, Financial Management, Billing Overview, 
Adjustment Screen 
 

 
This user is responsible for adding adjustments and finalizing payments by creating the 
XLS Spreadsheet.   This user is only able to approve the Invoice after the ME Financial 
Manager has made the preliminary approval. 
 
Note:  A PDF version of the Invoice-to-date is available to this user.  This Invoice may or 
may not have been finalized by the ME final approver. 
 

  

3 

User:   Accounting  
 

Activity:    Receive the payment information exported from the system, review 
contracts and billing screens 
 

Roles:    Accounts-CM Reviewer (ACMR) 
 

Permissions:   Financial Management, Billing Overview (read only), Contract Manager 
(read only) 
 

This user is responsible for payment activities that occur external to the Financial System. 
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Invoice Approval Workflow 
 
 
The need to fax, scan, and email paper invoices, in order to capture payment approvals, is eliminated by 
the electronic workflow implemented within this system.  The workflow consists of a linear approval 
process which is initiated by the ME Contract Manager and subsequently involves the Provider and ME 
Supervisor.  On the 11th of each month, the billing system processes all service records to determine 
payments.  Once completed, the system sends email notification to the ME Contract Managers to inform 
them that the Invoicing process can be initiated.  ME Contract Managers complete the initial approval 
and immediately following, the provider receives email notification indicating the need for their review 
and approval/certification.  Later the ME Contract Manager and the Supervisor completes their final 
approval and closes the electronic workflow process for the invoice period. 
 

 
Workflow – Diagram 

Electronic Approval Workflow

 = ME  = Provider

Billing Engine runs 
nightly to process 

Billing 
Processed/Invoice
Generated on the 

11th of each month

ME Contract Manager 
receives email 

notification indicating 
that Invoice is ready 

for their review

ME Contract Manager
reviews and 

completes the initial 
electronic approval of 

Invoice

Provider receives 
email notification 

indicating that the 
ME Contact Manager 
has completed the 

initial approval

Provider enters co-
pay data (if 

applicable) and 
electronically 

certifies/approves 
their Invoice

ME Supervisor applies 
adjustments if 

needed, completes 
the final approval, 

and exports data for 
the Accounting 

department

72 hours after system processed billing and then daily until complete.  
Provides information: 

1.  Invoices pending the ME Contract Manager's initial approval
2.  Invoices pending Provider approval
3.  Invoices pending ME Contract Manager's final approval

All participants
receive email 

notification when all 
Invoices have been 

finalized by 
Supervisor

ME Contract 
Manager 

completes their 
"final" approval

System sends reminder emails throughout the process

Daily reminders that 
invoice is pending review 

and approval 
(reminders stop when 

approved)

ME CM

ME Supervisor

Provider

72 hours after system processed billing and then daily until complete.  
Provides information: 

1.  Invoices pending the ME Supervisor's approval
2.  Invoices pending export for the Accounting department
3.  Invoices pending Provider approval

End
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Overview of the Financial Screens 
 
 
Locating the Financial Management Screens  
 
The CFCHS Financial Management system currently consists of a total of six user interfaces which 
provide visibility into the billing processes.  Of these screens, only three are available to the Provider, 
whereas all are available to the Managing Entity.   
 
The Billing Overview, Invoice Overview, and Adjustment screens are accessed directly thru the Financial 
Management menu.  However the Accruals, FACT and BNET screens are accessed by clicking on links 
located on the first Billing and Invoice Overview screens. 
 

Menu Item Links Available on Screen 

Billing Overview 
Accruals 
FACT Entry 
BNET Entry 

Invoice Overview 
Accruals 
FACT Entry 
BNET Entry 

Adjustment none 

 
 
Purpose and Functionalities Available on Financial Screens 
 
 

 Billing Overview Screen – Allow ME and Provider Access 
 

Provide a view of preliminary payment information for daily record processing that occurs 
during the open period.  Preliminary payment is based on services submitted between the 1st 
of the invoice month and the 10th of the following month (for service dates anywhere from the 
start of fiscal year and thru the end of the specific invoice month).  Payment is considered 
preliminary because it excludes any service-specific billing rules that are waiting to be applied 
after the period has closed (11th of each month) and does not take into consideration available 
contract funds.  Since services can be updated, deleted, and added throughout the month, a 
true payment cannot be determined until the provider has completed their submissions for the 
entire billing period.   

 
The resulting payment is not necessarily reflective of a provider’s actual payment as some 
services must be re-calculated and processed thru the ME established billing rules on the 11th.  
This screen however is a useful tool for reviewing whether the services submitted met the basic 
criteria for being considered for processing for payment and to give ample time to the provider 
to re-submit/correct errors, prior to the period close.  For example, services may be denied 
throughout the month when the system determines that they are not covered by a valid 
contract.  This is referred to as a system denial.  In the Billing Overview screens, the ME is also 
able to deny system approved payments at the OCA and Cost Center level or when drilled down 
to the individual services.  The Billing Overview is not advised to be used as a predictor of a 
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provider’s payment.  Actual provider payments are better reflected in the Invoice Overview 
screen.   

 
 

 Invoice Overview Screen – Allow ME and Provider Access 
 

Reflects the invoice for payments that are calculated on the 11th of each month; after all 
services have been processed against billing rules and collected co-payments have been 
deducted.   Electronic invoice approvals and provider certifications of their invoice occur on 
this screen.  Here, both the ME and Provider, review the outcome of payment after being 
processed by the financial system.  Since some payments are not based on the number of units 
submitted, re-calculations are needed after the period has closed.  Some of the rules that may 
be applied in these situations include the FEMA (1/2), Prorated Payment, FACT, and BNET rules.  
Whereas, other rules do incorporate units but impose a formula to determine the invoice 
amounts.  Sliding scale collected co-payment amounts are supplied in this screen by the 
provider.  The invoice reflects both the system calculated payment amount and the payment 
amount owed to the provider, after they have supplied the amount of co-payments collected.    
 

 
 Adjustment Screen – Allow ME Access Only 

 
Holding place for all automatic or manually submitted adjustments that are waiting to be 
applied to the Invoice.  It is the responsibility of the ME Supervisor to actively select and apply 
adjustments to a particular Invoice, during the process of creating the Final Invoice.  The 
functions of this screen will be explained in detail in the Adjustment section.   
 
 

 Accrual Screen – Allow ME and Provider Access  
 

View details of cash flow transactions that occur between OCAs and cost centers, specific to 
provider contracts.  Accruals are based on payment information which occurs after the 
application of billing rules and as a result, information is only available on the screen after the 
rules have been applied for at least one month.   
 
 

 FACT Screen – Allow ME Access Only 
 

Interface used by the ME to submit weekly client counts (roster) to the system, in order for 
FACT payment to be calculated for the invoice month.  The system applies the FACT billing rule 
in order to calculate this payment on the 11th of each month.  This business rule takes the total 
number of client counts entered into the screen for the entire month and multiplies this total by 
the FACT unit rate. 
 
 

 BNET Screen – Allow ME Access Only 
 

Interface used by the ME to submit monthly client counts (SSNs), in order for BNET payment 
to be calculated for the invoice month.  The system applies the BNET billing rule in order to 
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calculate this payment on the 11th of each month.  This business rule takes the total number of 
unique SSNs entered into the screen for the entire invoice month and multiplies this total by the 
BNET unit rate. 
 
 

 

Comparison of Billing Overview and Invoice Overview Screens 

Functionality/Activity Billing Overview Invoice Overview 

Records processed nightly, during the open period, prior to the 
application of billing rules on the 11th.  Preliminary payment 
information is provided and based only on # of units submitted 
by the unit rate.  Since billing rules have not yet been applied, 
this is only preliminary and payment should not be interpreted 
as the final invoice. 
 

  

Provide visibility on screen as to the outcome of the nightly 
processing.  Early identification that a service will be denied for 
payment on the 11th, provides opportunity to re-submit a 
corrected record prior to the close of the period.    
 

  

ME able to deny payments at the OCA/Cost Center or 
individual service level. 
 

  

Re-process any updated records  
   

Create a provider’s invoice for all services that the system 
identified as eligible for payment and was processed against 
the applicable billing rule(s). 
 

  

Provide details regarding the type and quantity of a service 
that was submitted 
 

  

Interact with Contract Management system in order to 
determine whether there are sufficient funds remaining to pay 
for the service 

  

Indicates system denials due to services not being covered by a 
valid contract 
 

  

ME Enters BNET SSNs 
   

ME Enters FACT client counts (roster) 
   

Review accrual details for a bill dates 
   

Provider enters applicable sliding scale fee co-pay collected 
information 
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Comparison of Billing Overview and Invoice Overview Screens 

View pre and post sliding scale co-pay invoice payments 
 

  

Payment details reflect the application of billing rules (ex:  
FACT, BNET, 1/12th, prorated) 
 

  

Determines the amount of a service that can be paid by 
comparing the amount of a billed service to the funds that 
remain in Budget/Parent OCA and the Backup OCA (if 
assigned) 
 

  

Apply an adjustment to an invoice 
 

 
13 

 
System calculate and reflect BNET payments  
 

  

System calculate and reflect FACT payments 
 

  

View a preliminary or to-date-PDF version of the Invoice 
 

  

Provider electronically saves and notify ME that they have 
reviewed their payment information 

  

ME Contract Manager review and approve payments 
 

  

Final approver creates the XLS Spreadsheet 
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The Financial Screens in Detail 
 
 
Billing Overview Screens 
 
 Access the Billing Overview Screens here: 
 

 
 

 
The Financial System, during the open period, processes data every 24 hours.  All records successfully 
submitted to the system in a day, is processed each night, 12:00 am, and the outcome of that processing 
is made available to the user in these screens.  These processed records consist of all those that are 
submitted between the 1st day in the invoice month thru the 10th day of the following month, with 
service date thru the last day of that month.  These screen reflect a variety of information including: 
preliminary provider payments, all services submitted to the system, service detail at the individual 
service level or by contract, program, and OCA/Cost Center combination, and whether the submission to 
the Financial System was successful.   
 
It is important to note that payment amounts in these screens are considered preliminary because it 
reflects calculations prior to the application of the billing rules on the 11th, which determines a 
provider’s invoiced payment amount.   
 
These screens can be useful in identifying potential errors in the record when the financial system was 
unable to process due to not finding a valid contract to cover the service   For example, the incorrect 
contract number, incorrect service date, incorrect cost center, etc. was submitted in record, causing a 
system denial.  Getting this valuable information PRIOR to the close of the period, allows the provider to 
re-submit that service with the correct information so that it can be processed successfully within the 
invoice month it is being submitted.     
 
Activities related to the Billing Overview screens 
 

 Search using the system defaulted date ranges or edit to supply your own 

 Review a sum total of the preliminary payment that fell within the date ranges 

 Review preliminary payments at the OCA and cost center level that fell within date ranges 

 Review preliminary payments at the individual service level that fell within the date ranges 

 Review the outcome of services that are processed nightly; view any system denials and reason 
for denial  

 Use this screen to identify denials due to errors in record throughout the period and re-submit 
corrected record prior to the period close (if it is important to get paid within the invoice month 
that it was submitted) 

 Enter sliding scale fee minimum co-pay collected information 

 View accrual information at the OCA and/or Cost Center level for any month in which the billing 
rules have been applied  
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 ME able to enter SSNs into the BNET screen for payment calculations occurring on the 11th of 
each month 

 ME able to enter client counts (roster) into the FACT data screen for payment calculations that 
occur on the 11th of each month 

 ME able to deny payment for services at the OCA and cost center level prior to period close  

 ME able to deny payment for individual services prior to period close 
 
 
 

Billing Overview: 
Payment Summary Screen 
 

 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Description of Activities  
View a roll up of preliminary payments for the user selected data submission and service 
date ranges (reminder, these payments may not be reflective of the Invoice that is 
generated on the 11th of the month) 

 
User Activities/Information found on the Billing Summary Screen: 
 

 Ability to select your own date ranges to limit the view to only the data you are 
interested in seeing.  Data submit date range reflects the dates that the provider 
submitted data to the data system.  Service Date Range reflects the service dates of 
interest.  Typical date ranges, that coincide with a billing period include:  1st of the 
month thru the 10th of the next month.   Data Submit:  1st of the invoice month thru the 
10th of the next month; Service Date:  1st of the fiscal year thru last day of the invoice 
month. 
 
Note:  The system defaults to the standard date ranges for the current period however 
dates can be changed by the user at any time. 

The screen will not reflect these links when logged in user is the provider: 
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 View OCA and/or Cost Center accrual detail by clicking on the   link.  
 
Note:  Accruals are based on a Provider’s Invoice, which is calculated with the 
application of billing rules on the 11th.  As a result, accrual information is only available 
for viewing for invoice periods on or after the 11th for that month.   
 

 Provider – view their preliminary payment amount 
ME – view all providers’ preliminary payment amounts 
 

- View details of the provider’s preliminary payments at the OCA and Cost Center level, 

on the “Payment Detail Screen”, by clicking on the  link. 
 
 
 
Billing Overview: 

Payment Detail Screen  
 

  
 
 Description of Activities  

View preliminary payment information drilled down to the OCA and Cost Center level 
 
 
User Activities/Information on Screen: 
 

 View OCA and cost center preliminary payments 
 

 View total units of services submitted for that OCA/Cost Center combination 
 

 View the reason for “System Denied” payments at the OCA/Cost Center level.  Denials 
may be due to services billed not being covered by a valid contract, duplicate services, 
etc.  Hovering the mouse over the checked checkbox, indicates the reason for denial 

 
 View billing rules that were applied during the open period.  Since this information is 

reflective of processing occuring during the open period, there are some rules that the 
system is aware of how to handle based on the cost center billed.  For example, any 
service that meets the criteria for Prorated Rule (fixed contract reimbursement) will be 
identified on this screen.  Note, even thought the system applied those types of billing 
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rules throught the open period, it will apply the same rules again on the 11th, with all 
other billing rules 
 

 Ability for the ME to deny services for payment at the OCA and Cost Center level while 
the period is open.  In the event that the ME denies payment, the system will require 
the ME user to enter a reason for the denial and those denied services will be excluded 
from processing that occurs on the 11th of the month 

 
 View details of preliminary payments at the individual service level, on the “Service 

Detail” Screen, by clicking on the  link 
 

 
 
 
Billing Overview: 

Service Detail Screen 
 

  

 
 

 Description of Activities  
View preliminary payment information drilled down to the individual service level 

 
User Activities/Information on Screen: 
 
 View the same information provided on the previous screen but at the individual consumer 

or event record 
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Invoice Overview Screens 
 
 Access the Invoice Overview Screens here: 
 

 
 
 
The Invoice Overview screens reflect the system created Invoice which is calculated after billing rules are 
applied to provider data submitted between the 1st of the invoice month and the 10th of the following 
month.  These rules are applied on the 11th of each month, the day following the period close, to each 
service in order to determine the total invoice amount.  This step in the financial process is in place to 
ensure that payments reflected on the invoice are in incompliance with all 155-2, accounting, and 
business rules.   
 
These screens also house functionality associated with the financial approval workflow, supplying sliding 
scale co-pay minimum data, ability to export a draft PDF invoice, and is the area in which the ME is able 
to apply adjustments to the final invoice.  A variety of information is reflected in the Invoice Overview 
screens such as:  visual indicator as to status of approvals, pre and post co-payment information, and 
whether a billing rule was applied.  Users are also able to review the outcome of the financial system’s 
processing at the program, contract, OCAs, and cost center or individual service level. 
 
See section, “Description of Current Billing Rules” for additional information on billing rules applied after 
the period has closed, on the 11th. 
 
 
Activities related to the Invoice Overview screens 
 

 Search for payment information by selecting the “Invoice Month” 

 Review a sum total of the payment(s) for the selected “Invoice month” 

 View accrual information at the OCA and/or Cost Center level for any month in which the billing 
rules have been applied  

 Review payments at the OCA and cost center level for the selected “Invoice month” 

 Review payments at the individual service level for the selected “Invoice month” 

 Provider able to electronically indicate that they have reviewed and certified/approved their 
Invoice 

 ME Contract Manager able to complete the initial and final approval (note, the Provider’s 
approval is needed in order for the ME CM to complete their final approval) 

 ME Supervisor able to add adjustments and complete the final approval for provider invoices 

 ME Supervisor able to export payment information for use by the Accounting department 

 ME  able to enter SSNs into the BNET screen for payment calculations which occur on the 11th of 
each month 

 ME able to enter client counts (roster) into the FACT data screen for payment calculations which 
occur on the 11th of each month 
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Invoice Overview: 
Payment Summary Screen 

 

 
 
Note, the Buttons that are available at the bottom of the Invoice Overview > Payment Summary screen 
is specific to the logged in user role: 

 
                       

 Description of Activities  
View total invoice (payments re-calculated using any applicable billing rules on the 11th 
of each month); supply sliding scale co-payments; approve invoices. 

 
User Activities/Information on Screen: 
 
 Ability to select the specific month for the Invoice of interest 

 
Note:  The system defaults to the current “Invoice Month” however the user is able to select 
previous months as needed.   
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 View OCA and/or Cost Center accrual detail by clicking on the  link.  
 

Note:  Accruals are based on a Provider’s Invoice, which is calculated with the 
application of billing rules on the 11th.  As a result, accrual information is only available 
for viewing for invoice periods on or after the 11th for that month.   

 

 ME user roles only – access the FACT screen by clicking on the “FACT” link.  There the ME is 
able to enter client counts (roster) for FACT services that are needed for calculations 
occurring on the 11th of each month 
 

 ME user roles only – access the BNET screen by clicking on the “BNET” link.  There the ME is 
able to enter SSNs for BNET services that are needed for calculations occurring on the 11th 
or each month. 

 

 Provider able to view their total invoice/payment.  ME able to view a list of all provider 
invoices.   
 

 View details of a provider’s payments at the OCA and Cost Center level by clicking on the 

 link. 
 

 View a PDF copy of the  Invoice to date 
 

 Review and approve invoices: 

 
- ME Contract Manager – reviews invoice and completes the initial approval.  Provider 

immediately receives an automatic email notification after this approval has been 
completed. 
 

- Provider – reviews invoice, enters sliding scale co-pay data if applicable, and completes 
their certification/approval of the invoice.    
 
Note, the provider has certified/approved their invoice when they electronically “agree” 
to this statement presented on screen: 
 

“By electronically approving this invoice, I certify that both the invoice and the 
data submitted by this agency, which was used to automatically generate this 
invoice, to be accurate and in agreement with this agency’s records and with the 
terms of this agency’s contract with CFCHS.  Additionally, at the time of approval 
of this invoice, no other funding source was known for the invoiced services.” 

 
- ME Supervisor – reviews invoice, applies any pending adjustments, completes the final 

approval, and exports payment information for the Accounting department 
 

- View details of the invoice at the OCA and Cost Center level on the “Payment Detail 

Screen”, by clicking on the  link. 
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Invoice Overview:  
Payment Detail Screen 
 

 
 

 
 Description of Activities  

View invoice/payments drilled down to the OCA and Cost Center level  
 
User Activities/Information on Screen: 
 
 View payments at the program, contract (not pictured; new feature to be added by 

7/27/15), OCAs, and cost center level 
 

 View OCA and/or Cost Center accrual detail by clicking on the  link (also located on 
the previous Payment Summary screen) 
 

 View total units of services submitted  
 
Note:  Some payments ignore units submitted and/or perform additional calculations 
therefore payment information may not always reflect a sum of units multiplied by the unit 
cost. 
 

 View the reason for any “System Denied” payments at the OCA/Cost Center level. 
 

 View whether a billing rule was applied 
   

 View details of payments at the individual service level by clicking on the  link 
 

 Enter sliding scale co-payment collected information 
o Opt to default to the system calculated minimum co-pay collected dollar amount or 

input the amount collected  
 
 

 Sliding Scale Fee Co-Pay Collected Information 
 

Users are required to supply the amount of co-payment collected from clients for services 
rendered in the applicable cost centers.  Once co-payment information is supplied, the system 
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automatically recalculates the payment amount that is due to the provider.  This is 
accomplished by deducting the co-pay collected amount(s) from the initial payment (“Pre-Co 
Payment), in order to derive the “Post Co-Pay Payment.”   
 

* As a reminder, the provider is unable to certify/approve their invoice until all co-pay 
information has been entered on this screen.   

 
 
Entering Co-Payment Collected 
 
Users have the option to use the system calculated minimum co-payment amount (check the 
checkbox) or supply their own data (enter a dollar amount in text box).  Cost centers that are 
excluded from co-pay collection will not require any input from the provider and will be 
reflected as “N/A” on the screen.  
 
 
Example:  Supplying your own co-payment amount vs. Accepting the system calculated amount:   
 

 
 
 

     #1:    User supplied their own co-pay collected amount in the “Co-Pay Collected” column. 
 

Notice the “Apply Minimum Co-Pay” checkbox is unchecked and the payment 
amount entered by the user in the “Co-Pay Collected” text box is $3.00 (compared to 
the system calculated amount of $4.00).   

 
    #2:     User opted to use the system calculated co-payment amount by checking the “Apply  
               Minimum Co-Pay” checkbox.   
 

Notice that the “Co-Pay Collected” text box is populated with the system calculated  
amount of $2.00. 

 
 

Editing Co-Payment Collected  
 
Providers are able to save changes and corrections to co-pay information as many times as is 
needed, until they save their approval/certify the invoice.  Once the invoice has been approved, 
the system will prevent additional changes to co-payment information.     
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In the example below, the provider has (1) approved their invoice on the Payment Summary 
screen and (2) is then unable to make changes to co-payment information.  Observe that the 
“Co-Pay Collected” and “Apply Minimum Co-Pay” text fields and checkboxes are now disabled.  
This locks down the invoice in order to prevent changes from being made while the ME Contract 
Manager completes their review and final approval. 
 

                             
 
 

Approving Invoice after Entering Co-Payment Information 
 
In order for the provider to save their approval/certify the invoice, all co-pay information need 
to be supplied and “saved” on this screen.  Until this activity is complete, the Initial Approval for 
the Provider “checkbox” will remain disabled.   
 
Example:  Attempting to approve when co-payment information is missing vs. when all co- 
                  payment information has been supplied 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 #1: User did NOT supply all required co-payment information 
 

Notice that the approve checkbox is disabled which prevents the user from checking the 
checkbox and saving their approval. 

 
   #2:  User supplied all required co-payment information  
                                     

Notice that the approve checkbox is enabled which allows the user to check the 
checkbox and save their approval. 
 

 
* See appendix for details regarding cost centers that require co-pay collection and details regarding 
system calculated co-pay. 
 
 - Reminder:  Details of the invoice at the individual service level can be viewed on the “Service Detail  

   Screen”, by clicking on the  link. 
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Invoice Overview: 
Service Detail Screen 
 
 

 
 
 

 Description of Activities  
View invoice information drilled down to the individual service level  

 
User Activities/Information on Screen: 
 
 View the same information provided on the previous screen but at the individual service 

level 
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OCA and Cost Center Accrual Screens 
 

Access the Accrual screens here: 
 

 
   
 
This Financial Management System records each entry of cash flow transactions that occur between 
OCAs and cost centers down to small details, and specific to providers’ contracts.  The OCA and Cost 
Center Accrual Screen is useful in providing a mechanism for viewing transactions at this level for 
services processed by the financial system.  The “Accrual” link makes both the OCA and Cost Center 
Accrual information available to the user.  Upon first accessing the screen, the user is taken to the OCA 
accrual information.  To view the Cost Center accrual information, the user would drill down by selecting 
a specific cost center on that same screen.  Note that both screens are accessed thru the same 
“Accruals” link however the user is able to toggle between the OCA and the Cost Center Accrual screens 
by making selections in the options provided in the dropdowns. 
 
 
 
Details on the OCA and Cost Center Accrual Screens 
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 Accrual screen details 
 
User Activities/Information Screen: 
 

 Select bill dates of interest.  
 
 A bill date is the day in the month in which billing rules were applied to services submitted.  
Currently this day is the 11th of each month.  To select multiple bill dates, enter a start and 
end date range which includes all bill dates you are interested in reviewing.  For example, if 
you were interested in viewing OCA Accrual data for the first quarter of FY 2014-15, you 
would enter as start and end dates, 8/11/2014 thru 10/11/2014.  This will return accrual 
information for July, August, and September invoices. 
 

 View OCA accrual information across all providers, contracts, OCAs, and cost centers  
 
To view OCA accrual information across all providers and their contracts, OCAs, and cost 
centers you will first need to select or enter the bill start and end dates and leave the 

remaining fields as defaulted.  Click the  button. 
 

 View OCA accrual information for more specific selections 
 
To view more specific OCA accrual information, you will need to first select or enter the bill 
start and end dates, then select one or more options from the dropdowns starting with the 

provider name.  Click the  button. 
Note:  You are not able to select lower level options prior to selecting a higher level one. 
For example, you must first select a provider before selecting contracts, first select 
contracts before selecting parent OCAs, first select parent OCAs, before selecting a child 
OCA, and so forth.  
  

 View Cost Center accrual information  
 
Cost Center accrual information can only be viewed when user selects a provider and at 
least one contract, parent OCA, child OCA, and cost center.  Click the  button.  You will 
notice the title on the screen changes from OCA Accruals to Cost Center Accruals and that 
the columns have also been changed to depict cost center level transactional detail.    
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FACT Screen 
 
 ME Access ONLY.  Locate the FACT Entry screen here: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The FACT entry screens are used by the Managing Entity to enter weekly client counts (roster).   Data for 
an invoice month is accepted from the 1st of the invoice month and thru the 10th of the following month.   
Changes in counts can be made throughout the open period, however no additional are permitted once 
the period has closed.  The Financial Management system calculates FACT payments on the 11th of each 
month by taking the total number of counts entered during the pay period and multiplying by the unit 
cost. 
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Details on the FACT Billing Screen (ME ONLY) 
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 FACT screen details 
Update the system by entering the Provider Roster (client counts) for FACT consumers 

 
User Activities/Information Screen: 

 

 Adding counts 
o Able to select the applicable invoice month 

 
Note:  Only providers with a valid FACT contract in the selected invoice 
month will be available on the screen.  If a contract ends during the month, 
fields in the expired week(s) will be disabled to prevent counts from being 
entered for services after a contract has already expired. 
 

o Able to enter and update counts for the specific week and provider 
 

 Click   to make a change to a previously entered count otherwise 
enter counts in the boxes.  Notice that each box will be highlighted in 
red if user attempts to leave the screen without entering all counts thru 
the current date.  A warning pop-up message will be presented, 
however the user is able to save and exit without entering all counts in 
the event that they do not have all of the information, at that time, to 
complete the task. 
 

 The Summary located at the bottom of the FACT screen will be populated 
with payment information on the 11th of each month, after the FACT billing rule 
has been applied.   
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BNET screen  
 
 ME Access ONLY.  Locate the BNET SSN Entry screen here: 
 
 

                
 
 
The BNET entry screens are used by the Managing Entity to enter SSNs.  Data for an invoice month is 
accepted from the 1st of the invoice month and thru the 10th of the following month.  SSNs can be added 
or deleted throughout the open period, however no additional changes are permitted once the period 
has closed.  The Financial Management system calculates BNET payments on the 11th of each month by 
taking the total number of SSNs entered during the pay period and multiplying by the unit cost. 
 
 
Details on the BNET Billing screen 
 
 

 
 
 

 BNET screen details 
 Adding, Deleting, and Viewing SSNs for BNET billing 
 

              User Activities/Information Screen: 
 

 Adding SSNs 
 

o Select the last invoice day of the period for which you are supplying SSNs 
 
For example:  The “Billing Period End Date” will be the 10th of the month 
following the applicable service month.  For example, 8/10/2014 is the end 
date for July services as provider have from July 1st thru August 10th to 
submit data. 
Note:  Only providers with a valid BNET contract in the selected period will 
be available on the screen. 
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Note:  All SSNs must be added prior to the 11th, otherwise they will be 
applied to the next billing period.     
 

o Click  to add a SSN 
o Note: 

#1 - user is able to copy and paste multiple SSNs at one time into 
box and save 
 
#2 – user is able to enter a single SSN and save 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Deleting SSNs 
 

o You are able to delete SSNs from View screen.  Click on . 
 

o Click on  to delete a SSN 
  

      
 
 

 Viewing SSNs 
 

o You are able to view SSNs bi clicking on . 
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Adjustment Screen  
 
 Access the Adjustment screen here: 
 

 
 
 
The Financial Management System allows the Managing Entity to make adjustments to a provider’s 
Invoice.  Though the ME is able to add and save adjustments at anytime throughout the billing period, 
the added adjustments can only be applied to an Invoice on or after the 11th and prior to creating the 
XLS Spreadsheet.  On the 11th of each month, billing rules are applied to applicable services and final 
payments are calculated.  At that time, as the ME initiates the process of creating the XLS Spreadsheet, 
they receive a pop-up message listing all adjustments that are waiting to be applied to a provider’s 
Invoice.   At this point, the ME has the option to apply none, one, or multiple adjustments to the Invoice.  
Adjustments can be either automatically created by the system or manually added by the ME.   
Automatic adjustments are those created by the system to correct updates made to service records for 
which the provider was already paid.  In the following example, the system would create an automatic 
adjustment:   a provider submitted 120 minutes for a service in July, received $300 payment for the 
service in August, and deleted the record in September.  The system identifies that the delete record 
submitted was for a previously paid service, automatically creates a debit adjustment for -$300, and 
adds it to the Adjustment screen.  The system does not automatically apply the adjustment to the 
Invoice.  The application of the adjustment to the Invoice can only be performed by the final payer who 
must select it from a list of pending adjustments when creating the XLS Spreadsheet. 
Manual adjustments are adjustments added by the ME user in the Adjustment screen.  This user is able 
to create and save adjustments for later application to a provider’s Invoice.  An adjustment remains in 
the Adjustment screen until it has been either applied to an Invoice or deleted from the screen. 
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Adjustment Screen 

 
 
Once an adjustment is added, by either the system or the ME user, the adjustment details will populate in the columns: 

Note:  a system generated automatic adjustment will be marked with an * in the “Auto” column.  In this example, there is no * which means that it was 
manually added by the ME. 
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 Adjustment screen details 
Adding, Deleting, and Viewing Adjustments in the Adjustment Screen 

 
User Activities/Information Screen: 

 
Notice that the user is not asked to supply date ranges on this screen.  Since adjustments are able to be 
added at any time in the FY and is only applied when selected by the appropriate user, dates are not 
needed. 

 

 Create adjustments that can be applied across a provider’s entire contract.  In these cases, the 
adjustment will be debited or credited equally across all Budget/Parent OCAs. 
 
To add adjustments to a provider’s entire contract, the ME would select the provider, enter a 
description/explanation for the adjustment, enter the dollar amount of the adjustment, and select 
one of the provider’s contracts from the options provided in the dropdown, leaving the remaining 
OCA and cost center defaults as “All”.  Clicking the  button then saves the adjustment 
for later application to the provider’s Invoice. 
 

 Add adjustments to a specific OCA and all associated cost centers, or to specific cost center(s) 
 
To add adjustments at the OCA or even more specifically, cost center level, the ME will need to 
specify the OCA and/or cost center.  Select the provider, enter a description and adjustment 
amount, and select a contract.  Once those are selected, select from the remaining applicable 
dropdown options starting with the Parent OCA.  Clicking the  button then saves the 
adjustment for later application to the provider’s Invoice. 
 
Note:  You are not able to select lower level options prior to selecting a higher level one.  For 
example, you must first select a contract before selecting a parent OCA, select a parent OCA before 
selecting a child OCA, and select a child OCA before selecting a cost Center. 
 

 Delete an adjustment  
 
To correct or remove an adjustment from the Adjustment screen and to also remove it from the 

adjustments list that is available to the final approver, the user would click on the  button.   
Note, currently there is not a mechanism in place for editing an adjustment therefore any 
corrections would require a delete of the previously added adjustment and re-entry of the corrected 
version. 
 

 Applying an adjustment to the Invoice 
 

The Adjustment screen is a holding place for all adjustments that were added and saved to the 
system.  As an example, this screen is able to hold and save an adjustment that will need to be 
applied 6 months from today.  The final approver (ME Supervisor) is the only user who has the 
administrative permissions to apply the invoice when they deem necessary.  As a note, adjustments 
remain in the Adjustment screen until they are selected and applied to an invoice by the ME 
Supervisor. 
 
As soon as the ME Supervisor completes their approval of the invoice, they are able to export the 
invoice for their accounting department and apply adjustments.  As they initiate the process of 
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exporting, or creating XLS Spreadsheet the user receives this pop up message listing all pending 
adjustments for the provider: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes:   
 a) The system does not permit the application of adjustments to previously approved Invoices. 
 b) The system will confirm that there are enough funds to apply the selected adjustment and  
            will indicate in the status area, either “Ready to Apply” or “Unable to Apply-Insufficient  
            Funds”. 
 c)  The ME Supervisor has the option to select adjustments from the list that they want to apply  
      to the current Invoice or continue without making any selections, leaving the adjustment(s)  
       for a future billing period.  If adjustments are selected, they will be reflected on the pdf  
            Invoice available thru the system.    
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A)  Glossary    
 

 

Common Terms and Screen Elements 

1 

Accruals link Opens the OCA Accrual screen.  The Cost Center Accrual screen is accessible thru 
this screen by selecting a specific covered service on the OCA Accrual screen. 

2 AMH Refers to the Adult Mental Health program 

3 

Applied Rule(s) Disabled checkbox, that when checked, the user is able to hover over the checked 
checkbox to get detail regarding the billing rule that was applied to the service(s) 

4 ASA Refers to the Adult Substance Abuse program 

5 

Auto A column within the display of Unapplied Adjustments, which indicates that the 
adjustment was created automatically by the system 

6 

Automatic Adjustment System created adjustment that corrects payment for previously paid services that 
were later updated. 

7 

Backup OCA  When performing a Backup OCA Drawdown, the target OCA from which funds are 
drawn.   

8 

Backup OCA Drawdowns When insufficient funds are available for payment from the submitted Cost Center, 
funds may be drawn from a single Cost Center under the assigned Backup OCA 

9 

Banked Services Earned dollars which exceed the Maximum Month Pay calculated amount for the 
Parent OCA; these dollars are “held” over in order to apply payment in a month in 
which the service amounts are less than the Maximum Month Pay calculated 
amount for that month. 

10 

Bill Date This is the day following the last day for data submission, 11th of each month.  On 
this day, the financial billing engine processes all records received during the open 
period and applies billing rules in order to generate the invoice. 

11 

Billing Engine A process which runs nightly which processes service data uploaded by Provider on 
the previous day 

12 Child OCA aka, Expenditure OCA 

13 CMH Refers to the Child Mental Health program 

14 

Complete Contract A contract generated in the system and electronically approved by both the 
Provider and the ME 

15 Cost Center Code Synonymous with new 155-2 language, "Covered services" 

16 Cost of Svc Unit rate as indicated on the provider's contract  

17 Covered Services Formally referred to as "cost centers" 

18 

Create XLS Checkbox that is checked by the ME Supervisor to select the provider payments 
that are ready to be exported for the Accounting department.  

19 CSA Refers to the Child Substance Abuse program 

20 

Data Submit Range Captures payment information for 155-2 data that was submitted on or after the 
indicated “start” date and on or before the indicated “end” date. 

21 

Detail Hyperlink that allows user to view approved and unapproved payment information 
at the OCA level 

22 

Financial Approval 
Workflow 

Process by which the ME and the Provider communicate thru automatic email 
notification in order to approve invoices 
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23 

Financial Manager 
Approved 

Checkbox that is checked by the ME Supervisor to indicate their final approval of 
the invoice 

24 

Manual Adjustment An adjustment created by an ME which can be applied later, during the Invoice 
approval process 

25 

Maximum Month Pay 
Amount 

Maximum payment allowed in a month.  This is implemented in order to prevent 
premature exhaustion of contract funds. 

26 

ME Deny Provides a mechanism by which the ME Contract Manager can deny during the 
open period.  

27 Minimum Co-Pay Minimum co-payment to be collected from consumers, as calculated by the system. 

28 

Modifier 4 Combination of the Budget/Parent OCA, Expenditure/Child OCA, and cost centers 
that are found in the ME defined OCA Crosswalk 

29 Parent OCA aka, Budget or Program OCA. 

30 

Payment Approved Approved preliminary payments based on 155-2 data submitted throughout the 
open period.  

31 

Payment Not Approved Payment denied by the ME during the open period. 

32 

Post Co-Pay Payment Invoice payments after the co-payments collected have been deducted from the 
initial payment.  

33 Pre Co-Pay Payment Invoice prior to co-payments collected deductions. 

34 

Preliminary Payment Payment calculations based on # of units by unit cost.  These payments may not be 
reflective of the Invoice payments that are re-calculated after the period has closed. 

35 Provider ID Providers EIN 

36 

Provider Reviewed Checkbox that is checked by the provider to indicate that they have reviewed the 
payment information.  This checkbox is disabled once it has been saved and cannot 
be changed by any user. 

37 

Provider/Vendor Name Name of the provider 

38 Reason Denied ME Contract Manager explanation for any payments denied during the open period. 

39 

Service Date Range Captures payment information for 155-2 data in which the service date submitted 
was on or after the indicated “start” date and on or before the indicated “end” 
date. 

40 

System Denied Disabled checkbox, that when checked, the user is able to hover over the checked 
box to get detail regarding the reason that payment was denied for the service(s). 

41 Total Units Total units billed for the service(s) 

42 

Transactional Details Historical transactional entries with date and time stamps for all actions affecting 
the balance of a given financial entity, providing insight as to when and why a 
particular debit or credit affected that entity’s balance 

43 Vendor # Provider specific identifier used by the ME in the accounting process 

44 View Invoice Allows the logged in user to export and view the draft PDF invoice 
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B)  Description of Current Billing Rules 
 

Billing rules are instructions for calculating provider payments.  Rules are applied to applicable service records to 
ensure compliance with the PAM 155-2, accounting, and other business practices/policies.  Rules are applied 
within a single FY, regardless of the length of the contract, and re-applied at the start of each FY for multiple 
year contracts.  Rules will also take into consideration contracts that are less than a year, and adjust calculations 
accordingly.   

 

CFCHS Financial Management System Billing Rules  

Billing Rule Description 

 
Available &  
Valid Contract 

 
This rule is one of the first applied to determine whether a record can be processed for 
payment.  Here the system confirms that the type of service submitted is covered by a contract 
that is in a state of “complete”.   A “completed” contract is one that progressed thru the 
system’s Contract Management approval process and was electronically approved by both the 
provider and the Managing Entity.   
 
A service is covered by a contract when there is a completed contract that contains the 
Budget/Parent OCA, Expenditure/Child OCA, and cost center combination (modifier 4) 
submitted in the record.  Additionally, the service date will need to fall within the contract term 
(start and end dates of the contract) to considered for payment. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

Contract Details 
 

Contract Funds Remaining:    $2,000                Duration:    7/1/2015 thru 12/31/2015 
 
                     Contracted for:    Budget/Parent OCA – MHA00;     Expenditure/Child OCA – MHA09 
                                                     Cost Center – 14 (Outpatient);     No Backup OCA assigned 
 

 
Record was submitted with the following data: 

Service 
Date 

Budget/Parent 
OCA 

Expenditure/ 
Child OCA 

Cost 
Center 

Earned Outcome 

1/3/2016 MHA00 MHA01 14 $1,050 Payment Denied- service 
date & Child OCA was not 
covered by the contract 

11/15/15 MHA00 MHA09 14 $2, 450 Pay $2,000 & deny $450.  
Only $2000 in funds 
remaining.  Units 
submitted exceeded 
available funds by $450, 
and no Backup OCA is 
available.   

10/7/2015 MHA00 MHA09 14 $925 Successfully processed by 
the system. 

 
 

Backup OCA 
Payment 

In the event that there are insufficient funds in a Budget/Parent OCA to pay for the entire 
service, the system will check to see if a Backup OCA and the billed cost center was assigned to 
cover that Budget OCA and the billed cost center.  If a Backup OCA is assigned, the system will 
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attempt to pay as much of the unpaid amount as possible from the assigned Backup OCAs 
remaining funds.    
 
* Backup OCAs and associated cost centers are assigned to a Budget OCAs by your Managing  
   Entity. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

Budget OCA 
Available Funds 

 
Earned 

Paid from 
Budget OCA 

Backup OCA 
Available Funds 

Paid from 
Backup OCA 

Denied 

$3,500 $5,000 $3,500 $1,000 $1,000 $500 

 
 

BNET Services This rule calculates payment using the number of consumer SSNs submitted by the ME in the 
BNET screen.  The BNET screens accept SSNs in bulk or individually, in an effort to increase the 
efficiency of this data entry.  The total number of SSNs are then multiplied by the unit cost to 
derive BNET payment. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

# SSNs Entered Payment Calculation 

15 (15 * unit cost) = provider payment up to the maximum 
prorated amount allowed in the month for that Budget OCA 

 
 

FACT Services This rule calculates payment using the weekly FACT roster/counts submitted by the ME in the 
FACT screen.  The FACT screen has validations which ensure that counts are only entered for 
providers who are contracted for this service, and whose contract is current and valid for that 
particular week.  All counts are then multiplied by the unit cost to derive FACT payment. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

Week Weekly 
Count  

System Calculated Total 
Count for the Month  

Payment Calculation  

1 5 

44 
(44 * unit  cost) = provider payment up to the 
maximum prorated amount allowed in the 
month for that Budget OCA 

2 12 

3 8 

4 19 

 
 

FEMA Services 
(1/2 Rule) 

For the system to identify that there is a need to apply this rule, a contract with the non-DCF 
assigned cost center, 99, needs to be in place.  The system will apply the FEMA Services (1/2 
rule) rule against the full contract amount.   
 
Payment is divided into two equal payments.  The first half of the total contract is paid halfway 
thru the contract, while the remaining half is paid in the last month of the contract. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

Contract Details 
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Contract Funds = $15,250         Duration: (7/1 – 6/30)        Cost Center = 99 

1st Payment December $7,625  

2nd Payment June $7,625  

 
 

Maximum 
Prorated 
Payment 

Manages the drawdown of funds so that payment is spread across the months in the contract, 
within each FY.   
 
Providers are paid for valid units submitted, up to the maximum payment allowed in the month.   
 
Maximum payment allowed in a particular month is based on a combination of: 
 

 The length of the contract w/n a FY 

 Total monies already paid to the provider in previous months 

 If payment earned in a month exceeded the maximum amount allowed 
and 

 If payment earned in a month was under the maximum amount allowed 
 
Note:  If payment earned exceeds the maximum allowed, the system will pay up to the 
maximum allowed and hold/bank additional payment for partial or full reimbursement in a 
month in which payment earned is less than the maximum allowed for that month.  Conversely, 
if payment earned is less than the maximum allowed, the system will pay the earned services 
and any held/banked services up to the maximum allowed in the month. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

Contract Details 
 
Contract Funds for Budget/Parent OCA = $15,250         Duration: 6 months         
 

Month Max Allowed Billed Paid Held/Banked 

January $2,541.67 $3,150 $2,541.67 $608.33 

February $2,541.67 $1,675 $2,283.33 $0.00 

March $2,800 $3,300 $2,800 $500 

April $2,541.67 $1,050 $1,550 $0.00 

May $3,533.33 $4,022 $3,533.33 $488.67 

June $2,541.67 $2,885 $2,541.67 $832 (Denied 
– Contract has 
ended) 

 
 

Prorated 
Payment 

Distributes payment evenly across each month, within a fiscal year.  This is a fixed monthly 
payment that is independent of service units that have been submitted.   
 
Example:  Prevention Partnership Grants where payment is an equal amount paid each month 

as long as deliverables are met (evidence of ad campaigns, distribution of flyers, etc.) 

Example of Rule: 
 

Contract Funding Duration Fixed Monthly Payment 

$18,000 12 mo $1,500 
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$18,000 8 mo $2,250 

 
 

Sufficient Funds System will process a service for payment when there are enough funds remaining in the 
Budget OCA (contract) to partially or fully cover the units submitted in the service record. 
 
In the event that there are some funds remaining but it is not enough to pay for the entire 
service, the system will pay as much as possible, using all of the funds remaining in the Budget 
OCA.  Any remaining funds will be attempted to be paid from the Backup OCA and if not 
available, this remaining payment will be denied. 
 
See example above, for “Backup OCA Payment” 
 

Timely 
Submission 

Ensures the timeliness of data submission from the providers.  This rule assures that service 
records are submitted no later than 45 days after the close of the FY or the end of a contract. 
 
Example of Rule: 
 

Contract End 
Date 

Service Date Days past 
end date 

Outcome 

12/31/2015 

2/13/2016 44 Process for payment. 

2/14/2016 45 Process for payment. 

2/15/2016 46 Do NOT process for payment. 

 
 

Fiscal Year 
End Date 

Service Date Days past 
end date 

Outcome 

6/30/2016 

8/13/2016 44 Process for payment. 

8/14/2016 45 Process for payment. 

8/15/2016 46 Do NOT process for payment. 
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C)  Graphical Display of the Financial Process 
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C) Example Draft PDF Invoice 
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D) Sliding Scale Co-Pay 
 
Categorizing Residential and Outpatient Service Category by Covered Services 
 

Service Category Cost Centers falling in the Service Group 

Residential  
 

09 - Inpatient 

18 - Residential Level 1 

19 - Residential Level 2 

20 - Residential Level 3 

21 - Residential Level 4 

36 - Room & Board w/Supervision, Level 1 

37 - Room & Board w/Supervision, Level 2 

38 - Room & Board w/Supervision, Level 3 
39 - Short-term Residential Treatment 
 

 

Outpatient  
 
 

01 - Assessment 

06 - Day / Night 

08 - In-Home and On-Site Services Overlay 

11 - Intervention 

12 - Medical Services 

13 - Methadone Maintenance 

14 - Outpatient-Individual 

22 - Respite Services 

23 - Sheltered Employment 

25 - Supported Employment 

26 - Supported Housing/Living 

27 - TASC 

28 - Incidental Expenses 

29 - Aftercare/Follow-up 

31 - Behavioral Health Overlay Services 

34 - FACT Team 

35 - Outpatient-Group 

42 - Intervention - Group 

43 - Aftercare - Group 

44 - MH Comprehensive - Individual 

45 - MH Comprehensive - Group 

46 - SA Recovery Support - Individual 

47 - SA Recovery Support - Group 

 
 

 

 

 

To Note,  the following are cost centers are excluded from sliding scale fee functionality: 

65E-14 Excluded Cost Centers 02, 03, 04, 07, 10, 15, 16, 17, 24, 30, 32, and 40 

CFC additional Excluded Cost Centers 05 - Day Care Services 
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Calculating Sliding Scale Minimum Co-Pay Amount 
 

 Description/Information Details/Supporting Information 

Co-Pay Fee Residential - $2.00 per 
consumer/day 
Outpatient - $3.00 per 
consumer/day 
 

Provider is only able to collect 1 co-payment in a day from a consumer, regardless of the number 
of services they provided in a day. 
 
Example: 
     Consumer received 3 Outpatient-type services today.  Co-Pay = $3.00 max 

Applicable 
Funds 

2 – SAMH 
3 – TANF 
 

none 

Rules - 
Business & 
Validation  

In the event that multiple 
OUTPATIENT services are provided 
in the same day, apply the minimum 
co-pay amount to OCA & cost center 
combination that was billed the 
most units that day. 
 

Consumer received 3 Outpatient-type services in the SAME day: 
    

Service Date    Category Covered Service Time 

1/4/2015 Outpatient Assessment 30 min 

1/4/2015 Outpatient Medical Service 15 min 

1/4/2015 Outpatient Outpatient Individual 60 min 

 
System to distribute the $3.00 co-pay amount to the Outpatient-Individual cost center for the 
specific OCA and Cost Center combination  
 

In the event that multiple 
RESIDENTIAL services are provided 
in the same day, apply the minimum 
co-pay amount to the OCA and cost 
center combination that was billed 
first that day. 

 

Consumer received 3 Residential-type services in the SAME day: 
    

Service Date    Category Covered Service Time Submit Date/Time 

2/8/2015 Residential Residential Level 2 1 unit 2/1/2015; 9:30 am 

2/8/2015 Residential Residential Level 1 1 unit 2/1/2015; 8:10 am 

2/8/2015 Residential Residential Level 3 1 unit 2/1/2015; 12:02 pm 

 
System to distribute the $2.00 co-pay amount to the Residential Level 1 cost center for the 
specific OCA and Cost Center combination  
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In the event that multiple services 
are provided across BOTH service 
categories in the same day, apply 
the minimum co-pay amount to the 
Residential-type service and the cost 
center that was submitted first. 

 

Consumer received 3 Outpatient-type and 2 Residential-type services in the SAME day: 
 

Service Date    Category Cost Center Time Submit Date/Time 

2/5/2015 Outpatient Assessment 30 min 2/10/2015; 8:00 am 

2/5/2015 Outpatient Medical Service 15 min 2/10/2015; 11:00 am 

2/5/2015 Outpatient Outpatient Individual 60 min 3/8/2015; 8:30 am 

2/5/2015 Residential Residential Level 1 1 day 2/16/2015; 8:00 am 

2/5/2015 Residential Residential Level 3 1 day 2/16/2015; 8:01 am 

 
System to distribute the $2.00 co-pay amount to the Residential Level 1 cost center in the 
Residential Category, for the specific OCA and Cost Center combination 
 

 


